Unstable spinor Bose-Einstein condensates are ideal candidates to create nonlinear three-mode interferometers. Our analysis goes beyond the standard SU(1,1) parametric approach and therefore provides the regime of parameters where sub shot-noise sensitivities can be reached with respect to the input total average number of particles. Decoherence due to particle losses and finite detection efficiency are also considered.
Introduction. Interferometers provide the most precise measurements in physics. Hence, there is an urgent demand for novel theoretical proposals and experimental techniques aimed at further increasing their sensitivity. Most of the current atomic and optical interferometers are made of linear devices such as beam splitters and phase shifters. Their phase uncertainty is fundamentally bounded by the shot-noise limit ∆θ ∼ 1/ √n , when using probe states made of averagen uncorrelated particles [1, 2] . It has been clarified that overcoming this bound requires engineering proper particle-entangled states [2] (see [3, 4] for reviews). Using such states, sub shotnoise (SSN) phase uncertainties have been demonstrated in several recent proof-of-principle experiments with atoms [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and photons [11] . Yet, noise and decoherence limit the creation and use of quantum correlations [12] . It is therefore crucial to search for alternative schemes where probe states are classical and quantum correlations useful to reach SSN sensitivities are created inside the interferometer [5] [6] [7] 13] .
In this manuscript, we show that quantum spin-mixing dynamics (SMD) in a spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [14, 15] can be exploited to realize a nonlinear threemode interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1 . SMD is provided by binary collisions in the BEC, which coherently transfer correlated pairs of atoms with opposite magnetic moment [16] from the "pump" mode (m f = 0) to "side" modes (m f = ±1), and vice-versa. The probe state of the interferometer is classical and quantum correlations are created by the SMD. We first study the interferometer in the mean-field limit, consisting on the pump mode being replaced by a c-number. This analysis is valid for a large number of particles and low conversion rates. In this case, the interferometer operations belong to the SU(1,1) group and it is possible to obtain analytical predictions for the phase sensitivity. In optical systems, where conversion rates are rather low, the pump needs to be very intense and the SU(1,1) approach is well justified [17] . SU(1,1) optical interferometry has been theoretically discussed [17] [18] [19] [20] and recently experimentally realized [21] . In contrast, experiments with spinor BECs [9, 22, 23] can be performed well outside the mean-field regime, with probe states of a relatively small number of particles and -thanks to strong nonlinearities -comparatively high conversion rates. We have thus also implemented a full three-mode quantum analysis. Within this framework, we can rigorously provide phase sensitivity bounds with respect to the average total number of particlesn in input. For realistic values ofn, including particle losses and finite detection efficiency, SSN is obtained in a regime where quantum corrections to the mean-field picture are important.
Spin-mixing interferometry with BECs. The protocol outlined in Fig. 1 follows five steps: (I) state preparation -we consider empty side modes and a BEC in m f = 0, described by a coherent state of average populationn -(II) a first SMD, (III) phase encoding , and (IV) a second SMD. Finally (V), the atoms are released from the trap, the three magnetic modes are spatially separated and the particle number is measured by imaging the atomic clouds.
A standard description of the SMD is obtained in singlemode approximation [26] : the condensate spatial wave function ψ(r) in m f = ±1 is assumed to be the same as in [17, 24] in the (Kx, Ky, Kz) space. number operator). The many-body Hamiltonian describing SMD in a dilute atomic cloud is [27] 
The first term is identical to four-wave mixing in nonlinear optics [17, 28] , where φ is the relative phase between the pump and the side modes. The second term in Eq. (1) is a meanfield shift. The coupling χ =
depends on the s-wave scattering lengths c 0 and c 2 of two bosons of mass M scattering in the total spin channels F = 0 and F = 2, respectively [14] . We indicate as (χt, φ) 1 [(χt, φ) 2 ] the parameters for the first [second] SMD. Experimentally, the SMD can be accurately controlled via microwave dressing [15] and, in particular, switched off during phase acquisition. Neglecting interaction effects in each magnetic level during this stage, the (linear) phase shift Hamiltonian iŝ
where q is the energy difference between the pump and side modes. The unitary transformation e −iĤPStPS/ encodes the phase shift (PS) θ = θ +1 + θ −1 = 2qt PS , where θ ±1 are the phases accumulated by the side modes relative to the pump phase during a time t PS . For instance, the signal can be the second-order Zeeman shift, q ∝ B 2 , due to a sufficiently strong magnetic field.
The phase shift is estimated by measuring the number of particles in the output m f = ±1 modes. We calculate the phase uncertainty as ∆θ CR = 1/ √ mF , the so-called Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [3, 4, 29] , where m accounts for the repetition of independent measurements,
is the Fisher information (FI) and P (N ±1 |θ) is the conditional probability to measure N ±1 particles when the phase shift is equal to θ. The CRLB is a saturable lower bound of phase uncertainty [3, 4, 29] . It depends only on the specific observable, which enters the FI via the conditional probabilities. The FI can be experimentally extracted following the method demonstrated in [8] . 
that belong to the SU(1,1) group and satisfy
Equations (1) and (2) thus become, up to a constant term, H SMD = (2n − 1)χ K z + 2nχ (K x cos 2φ +K y sin 2φ) and H PS = 2 qK z , respectively. The actions of these operators can be visualized on a hyperbolic surface by projecting the transformed state over SU(1,1) coherent states [24, 25] (see left panel in Fig. 1 ). The interferometer protocol starts with vacuum in ±1 modes [ Fig. 1(I) ]. The first SMD e −iĤSMDt/
[(χt) 1 = χt, φ 1 = 0] generates a Lorentz boost [31, 32] that amplifies the population in m f = ±1,
where N ≡ 2 N +1 = 2 N −1 [ Fig. 1(II) ]. The validity conditions for the mean-field approximation of the SMD are [33] χt → 0,n → +∞, such that 0 < χt √n 1.
The SMD generates a thermal distribution of perfectly correlated atom pairs in the ±1 modes [16] : the two-mode squeezed-vacuum state [28] , with variance (∆N ±1 )
The transformation e −iĤPStPS/ rotates the state around the z axis of an angle θ [ Fig. 1(III) ]. The final operation is a second SMD. This can be implemented either as an inverse Lorentz boost, e iĤSMDt/ [i.e. (χt) 2 = −(χt) 1 , φ 2 = 0, as in Fig. 1(IV) ], or by applying a π/2 phase shift to the pump mode followed by the transformation e
The latter is easier to be realized experimentally. In both cases, the conditional probabilities are
A direct calculation of Eq. (3) yields
where N is Eq. (4). Notice also that, The FI reaches its maximum at θ = 0. In this case, if (χt) 2 = −(χt) 1 the two SMDs exactly compensate and the output m f = ±1 modes are empty. At θ = 0, we obtain ∆θ CR = 1/ mN (N + 2), which is below the shot noise ∆θ CR < 1/ √ mN calculated considering only the average population of side modes after the first SMD [17, 21] . We notice here that the shot noise should be calculated with respect to the total resources, i.e. the total average number of particlesn in the input state. However, such an analysis is impossible within the SU(1,1) framework.
Full quantum approach. We have thus performed a full three-mode quantum analysis, investigating the regime of parameters beyond Eq. we can restrict to the Hilbert subspace spanned by Fock states
We numerically calculate F (θ) for different values of parametersn, η and θ, where η ≡ N /n is the fraction of particles transferred from the pump to the side modes by the first SMD. We mainly focus to the case (χt) 2 = −(χt) 1 which, as shown below, is optimal. Overall, the FI as a function of θ shows a behavior qualitatively similar to Eq. (7), with a maximum at θ = 0, see Fig. 2(a) . A first important result is that, for proper values of η, the FI can be larger thann or, equivalently, ∆θ CR < 1/ √ mn. In other words, it is possible to attain SSN uncertainties with respect to the average input number of particles [37] . We have also evaluated the quantum Fisher information (QFI), a bound to the FI obtained by optimizing F over all possible output measurements [4, 29] . In our case, it is given by F Q = 4(∆Ĥ) 2 whereĤ =û † SMDĤ PSûSMD is the generator of the full unitary interferometric transformation andû SMD = e −iĤSMDt/ . We numerically find that F Q is generally slightly larger than F (θ) [see Fig. 2(a) ]. Remarkably, F (0) = F Q = N (N +2) in the mean-field limit (5). The saturation of the QFI by Eq (7) means that particle-number measurement on output side modes is asymptotically optimal. The error propagation formula [dotted line in Fig. 2(a) ] is also very similar to the FI although the equivalence of the two quantities is not guaranteed outside the regime (5) .
A scaling analysis of the FI as a function ofn at the optimal point θ = 0 [F opt = F (0), see Fig. 2(b) ] shows that F opt ≈ α(η)n 2 asymptotically inn (in our simulationsn 1000). The prefactor α(η) ≈ η 2 (1−1.31η) is obtained from a fit [see inset of Fig. 2(b) ]. We conclude that ∆θ CR ∼ 1/N where N = ηn. Interestingly, such scaling holds even outside the mean-field regime. Figure 3 is the main result of this manuscript. In panel (a) we show F opt as a function of the ratio (χt) 1 /(χt) 2 , for dif- (c) show the phase sensitivity portrait in the (η,n)-parameter space for (χt)1 = −(χt)2 and (χt)1 = (χt)2, respectively. SSN phase uncertainties are obtained forn larger than a critical valuencr(η) (dots, the solid line being a guide to the eye). The dashed red line in both panels isncr(η) Eq. (8), obtained from a mean-field calculation, which becomes exact in the limit (5) . In all panels, the shaded area indicates SSN. ferent values of η. For relatively large η, outside the meanfield regime, the curves are asymmetric around zero. The optimal interferometer configuration is reached for (χt) 2 = −(χt) 1 , but SSN can be also obtained for positive values of (χt) 1 /(χt) 2 : inverting the sign of χ in the second SMD transformation, which might be experimentally difficult, is not necessary for reaching SSN. Figures 3(b) and (c) show the regime of parameters where SSN can be achieved, for (χt) 2 = −(χt) 1 and (χt) 2 = (χt) 1 , respectively. For fixed η, a critical valuen cr (η) exists such that ∆θ CR ≤ 1/ √n , for n >n cr (η). In the mean-field limit
which agrees with the numerics in the limit (5) . Deviation from the mean-field prediction can be appreciated for smalln and are relevant in current BEC experiments [9, 22, 23] . Particle losses and finite detection efficiency. According to Eq. (4), the SMD is unaffected by decoherence processes that happen of time scales longer than ∼ 1/(χ √n ), i.e. the typical times for large SMD conversion. For sufficiently largen, and fast phase encoding, the nonlinear interferometer thus appears to be robust to one-body losses (relevant for the spin-mixing dynamics in the f = 1 manifold [36]). Conversely, recombination losses -whose rate depend onn -may strongly affect the interferometer sensitivity. We have thus simulated twobody losses in the pump mode (relevant for the spin-mixing dynamics in the f = 2 manifold [9, 22] ), using a Monte-Carlo wave-function approach [38] . Let γ indicate the depletion rate during the SMD operation Figure 4(a) shows the regime of parameters (η,n) where SSN sensitivities can be found. The SSN region shrinks when increasing γ and, in particular, no SSN is found for γ/χ 0.04. The branch structure of the SSN regions is explained by the characteristic effects induced by particle losses shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c). In Fig. 4(b) we plot the average population on side modes as a function of time, for different values of γ. Losses decrease the down-conversion rate and place an upper bound to the achievable η. In Fig. 4(c) we show the FI as a function ofn. Forn (χ/2γ) 2 , the effect of losses can be neglected and we recover the scaling
2 of the noiseless case. Forn (χ/2γ) 2 losses dominate and the sensitivity quickly degrades.
To model finite detection efficiency we consider a Gaussian convolution of ideal output probabilities [39] . Results are shown in Fig. 4(d) for different values of the detectionnoise parameter σ. In the regime (5) we can evaluate the FI from a convolution of probabilities (6) . This allows for semianalytical calculations giving, to the leading order in 1/η and for σ 1,n cr (η) ≈ 2σ/η 2 , which agrees with numerical calculations forn → +∞, η → 0. It predicts that n cr (η) shifts toward larger values when increasing σ, an expected behavior [20] that qualitatively holds also outside the regime (5).
Conclusions. We have studied a nonlinear three-mode interferometer with spinor BECs. Differently from linear interferometers, the nonlinear scheme can reach SSN phase uncertainties with classically correlated probe states. Quantum correlations necessary to overcome the shot-noise limit are created by the nonlinear spin mixing dynamics. Accurate predictions of the phase sensitivity require a full three-mode quantum analysis, beyond the SU(1,1) (mean-field) approach. We have performed such analysis and showed that it is possible to overcome the shot noise limit with respect to the total average number of atoms in input. We also provide the regime of parameters where SSN uncertainties can be achieved, including losses and finite detection efficiencies. Our results pave the way to atomic ultra-sensitive spin-mixing interferometry [40] .
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